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The Historian and Researcher, Sultan Nagi 

 

Sultan Nagi is one of persons whom we cannot talk about the history of Yemen without 
indicating to his contributions in this regard, and the book of (Military History of Yemen) is 
considered one of the most important books and references to study the military structure 
of the country in many stages.  

Since the departure of this head from our world, we have not found any party trying to 
seek his researches or studies, which are still in need of publishing and bringing out to the 
people, nor any research about his life and achievement has been brought forward. These 
are our problems with those in charge in the information media that once a person pays 
the debt of nature from our world, his remembrance slips under our heads that when one 
of them departs from our world his reminiscence slips under oblivion as if knowledge is a 
burden on our minds. The best appreciation we are presenting to the innovator is "mercy 
of oblivion" in order not to tire our brains of thinking and remembrance.  

Sultan Nagi was one of the historians who offered to knowledge all what can be presented 
by someone  seeking to open way outs related to the relation of event with place and their 
role to form the personality of the human being at any turning points in the movement of 
history. Such relation, in his book on military structure of Yemen, constituted an important 
signposts in the fundamentals of research on characteristics and dimensions of doctrine in 
each category.   

Up to now, we have not honored this character after departure to the last home neither 
from personal vision nor from objective perspective. All this indicates the ignorance for the 
knowledge importance in reality which Sultan Nagi was neither the first of victims nor the 
last one. Because the relation between mind and knowledge has not yet reach the level of 
confession as far as it is restricted in the condemnation corner. If our thought went beyond 
this problem, the indifference would not bear the blockade upon the intelligentsia until they 
became as names on the surface of memory drifting in the winds of longing when we lost 
him in the whirl of time.  

No doubt, Sultan Nagi left behind many things that have not found their way for publishing, 
which truly deem to be as a right of every student and researcher to find what he seeks. 
Can we start publishing these works so that they cannot go with the wind as many things 
of our feelings gone. Can we also start holding a session to discuss his contributions from 
the viewpoint of scientific vision to the matters in their course as happening in the civilized 
world?   

Honoring Sultan Nagi does not halt to repeat a man's remembrance, but it is an honor to a 
stage of this country's history and preserve things which might return or we will stay 
dreaming without return.  



 

 


